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WHAT IS  WAIGE?

WHAT IS 
WAIGE?

  wAIge is the revolutionary AI employee built to replace workers.

It collects data while it works allowing it to expand its capabilities and

broaden the industries and roles it covers until it replaces every job.

When a worker is replaced by wAIge, profits will be shared with holders

of the wAIge token providing them with a guaranteed salary for life,

allowing them to relax while AI does the work.

!



REPLACING JOBS

  AI is growing more powerful every day.

Even in 2022 the images produced by AI were abstract and poor

quality, yet today appear like photographs. Language models have

become so advanced that screenwriters spent months on strike to

prevent their use. And this is just the tip of the iceberg.

All jobs will eventually be replaced by AI. It is inevitable. Buying

wAIge allows you to ensure your income will increase when this

happens, not decrease.

REPLACING 
JOBS

AI
I S  O U T P A C I N G
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AI performance across several
benchmarks - like image recognition,
reading comprehension, and language
understanding - has surpassed 
human capabilities.



SPECIAL  ACCESS

SPECIAL
ACCESS

  Not only can holders of wAIge directly earn wages from it. They will

have special access to its early and premium versions, allowing

holders to utilise its full power before anyone else.

Soon entire companies can be set up and run within an instance

using wAIge’s considerable processing power. Imagine that power at

your fingertips before anyone else gets the chance!



STAKE TO EARN

  Income collected from the wAIge AI is paid directly to staked holders

in wAIge tokens. 

wAIges are paid every 30 days in line with the minimum staking period.

STAKE
TO EARN
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TAXES

TAXES
  5% Buy

  3% Reflections / 2% AI Development

  7% Sell

  4% Reflections / 3% AI Development

  Reflections are paid only to staked holders to ensure fair redistribution

of tokens and are paid every 30 days.

The remaining tax is sent to the team for development of the wAIge AI,

allowing more income to be earned to pay holders.



TOKENOMICS

TOKENOMICS
  1 billion launch supply:

        

             500mil Fairlaunch

             300mil Liquidity

             200mil CEX listing 

300MIL

 500MIL

200MIL



TEAM

TEAM

SAFU Master

Marketing

George wAIge

Tech

Tim wAIge

Operations

George has been building
leading tech for who is who
in the Industry for the last 40
years. He has had a long
stunt with Microsoft and
Oracle before venturing into
blockchain. He can literally
write any kind of code. He is
a key asset for wAIge.

An advocate of SAFU crypto,
partnership builders and a
web3 accelerator, Safu is an
experienced Pinksale-
approved project incubator
that has guided tens of
projects into millions of
dollars of raises with gigantic
market caps. Having never
put his name on a project
before, the potential of wAIge
drew him to not only being
their first investor, but a core
member of the team.

Tim leads the operations of
wAIge with 10 years of
company ownership
experience, and 3 years in
the blockchain having been
involved in the launch of
several successful projects.
A key proponent in the
architecture design of the AI
itself, he ensures the smooth
running of wAIge.



ROADMAP

ROADMAP
   PHASE 1

⦁ wAIge launch
⦁ Staking platform launch
⦁ Trendings / Listings
⦁ T2 CEX Listings
⦁ wAIge AI development

⦁ $4m+ Daily Volume
⦁ 2500+ Holders

   PHASE 2

⦁ Certik Audit
⦁ wAIge deployment & testing 
⦁ wAIge holder special access

⦁ $20m+ Daily Volume
⦁ 10000+ Holders

   PHASE 3

⦁ T1 CEX Listings
⦁ wAIge live
⦁ Daily income generated by AI

⦁ $50m+ Daily Volume
⦁ 100000+ Holders

How it is now:

How it will be with wAIge:

WAIGE.AI


